FY20 CWU Libraries Organization
(Classified staff titles are working titles rather than occupational category titles.)

Assistant Professor / Scholarly Communications Librarian
Maurice Valentino
(Classified, TT, 1.0)

Digital Initiative Technician - PP3
Daniel Levy
(Classified - 1.0)

Assistant Professor / Scholarly Communications Librarian
Karena Stemple
(Classified - 1.0)

Information Technology Specialist
David Castandine

Professor / UniversityArchivist / Jula Strongin
(Faculty, TT, 1.0)

Information Technology Specialist
Gavin Spann
(Classified - 1.0)

Assistant Professor / Student Engagement & Community Outreach Librarian
Marlene Madison
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Outreach Specialist
Andrea Delgado

Associate Professor / Student Engagement & Community Outreach Librarian
ElisaCreates
(Faculty - Tenured, 1.0)

Lecturer / Reference Services Librarian
Maura Valentino

Outreach Specialist
Christina Delgado

Assistant Professor / Instructional Coordinator/Library Chair
Elisabeth Brown
(Faculty - Tenured, 1.0)

3 Graduate Assistants

Professor / Head of Services/Science & Data Management Librarian
Peg Fu

Information Technology Specialist
David Castandine

Alma Specialist - PP4
Kara Stephey
(Classified - 1.0)

Information Technology Specialist
Gavin Spann
(Classified - 1.0)

Assistant Professor / User Experience Librarian
Lauren Wikler
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Assistant Professor / Special Collections
Vacant

Assistant Professor / Special Collections
Vacant

Professor / Assistant & Research Commons Librarian
Susan Heggen
(Faculty - Tenured, 8 Phased Retirement)

Assistant Professor / Social Science Librarian
James Quinn
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Assistant Professor / Collections Strategist Librarian
Vacant
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Assistant Professor / Collections Strategist Librarian
Vacant
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Assistant Professor / Collections Strategist Librarian
Vacant
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Assistant Professor / Collections Strategist Librarian
Vacant
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Assistant Professor / Collections Strategist Librarian
Vacant
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Assistant Professor / Collections Strategist Librarian
Vacant
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Assistant Professor / Collections Strategist Librarian
Vacant
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Assistant Professor / Collections Strategist Librarian
Vacant
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Assistant Professor / Collections Strategist Librarian
Vacant
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Assistant Professor / Collections Strategist Librarian
Vacant
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Professor / Academic & Research Commons Librarian
Sheri Oglesby

Assistant Professor / Social Science Librarian
Lauren Wikler

Assistant Professor / Social Science Librarian
Lauren Wikler

Professor / Academic & Research Commons Librarian
Sheri Oglesby

Reference Technician
Lisa Ruckstuhl

Circulation & Media Services
Supervisor - PP4
Vacant
(Classified - 1.0)

Circulation Services Technician - PP3
Stephanie Genes
(Classified - .50)

Circulation Services Technician - PP3
Elisa Creates

Circulation Services Technician - PP3
Vacant

Circulation Services Technician - PP3
Tom Dell

Circulation Services Technician - PP3
Vacant

Circulation Services Technician - PP3
Vacant

5-6 Student Assistants

Faculty - 12.8 FTE

Classified - 22 FTE

5 Student Assistants

1 Graduate Assistant